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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirty-Third Day: Sunday, January 14, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 334-96-57-50—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #9 Little Irishdancer (4th race)—5-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Happy Home (11th race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)AREYOUTALKINGTOME: Clocks a quick pace, rolls on by in the stretch   
(#5)ARCHER ROAD: Makes his first start for a tag; placed in 4-of-7 lifetime 
(#2)TENDOWNINGSTREET: Improved on the drop last time; tighter today 
(#1)MR. BRIDGER: Needed last off an extended hiatus; improvement likely 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)BUN BUN: Barn hits at a gaudy strike rate off claim; gets wheeled back   
(#4)MAMACHITA: On the board in 4-of-6 in 2017; rider dialed-in of late 
(#7)FLYING QUEEN: Drops to the cellar for a sharp barn; capable off shelf 
(#3)DON’T BELEVE WATCH: Turf-to-dirt play; class drop biggest attraction 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-7-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)RAGING TOWN: The controlling speed; love the stretch out, post draw   
(#2)FIRST MISTRESS: Good second despite tardy start in debut; first-Lasix 
(#5)TRADING VOLUME: Sports sharp Payson tab; 7F tricky out of the box 
(#1)BRILLIANT DIAL: Sharp Palm Meadows gate breeze; post problematic 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-5-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#9)LITTLE IRISHDANCER: Improves in 2nd off shelf; hooks a weak field    
(#2)SISTER DRAMA: First-or-second in four-of-six on grass; 8.5F on point 
(#1)ELIZABETH’S VOW: Closer has been sharp since returning to the turf 
(#7)COURT CENTRAL: Needs pace assistance; rallies for a minor placing 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-1-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)SOGLIO: Nice turn of foot in Gulfstream turf debut; Maker off the claim  
(#3)LITTLE NO WAY: Good past form on Hallandale turf; sitting on a win? 
(#7)VERSED: Placed in 5-of-9 lifetime on turf, gets I. Ortiz, Jr.—12-1 M.L. 
(#2)CANDY ASSET: Done little wrong so far for Pletcher; steps up, gets bet 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-3-7-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)OVERDRAFT: Kentucky invader in snug for a quarter for Romans   
(#2)JUBILANT: Placed in three-of-four lifetime; double-dip drop on point 
(#1)QUICKLUCKYCOCO: Has some early lick, the rail, and Zayas in the boot 
(#4)STARSHIP ZODIAC: Best effort was for $25K; cooked early in last race 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-1-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)PULLED THE GOALIE: Nice kick in turf return; right back for $16,000   
(#10)HUG A TREE: 7YO is a 10-time winner; like the two-turn stretch out 
(#3)VINYARDNINA: Second behind the top choice at 25-1 in last outing 
(#1)STORMIN CHARLOTTE: Beaten chalk on the 2-pronged rise last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-3-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#8)CILANTRO: $130,000 Distorted Humor filly is bred to sprint for TAP   
(#10)CYPRIANA: Has plenty of G1 black type on distaff side; cost $300K 
(#3)Y’ALL: Loving the Tapeta-to-dirt angle; route-to-sprint plus blinks “on” 
(#4)UMETUKA: She is sitting on a sharp half-mile breeze; Castellano rides 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-10-3-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)PADILLA: Ziadie wins at a 40% clip off claim; right back in for $16K   
(#3)G Q COVERUP: Tough trip costly on this level two back; 15-1 on M.L. 
(#5)OUR INDEPENDENCE: He’s consistent; 3rd start of current form cycle 
(#6)FEDERAL RESERVE: Won last two turf sprint starts; horse for course 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#9)MIGHTY PATIENT: Takes a significant class drop for a “live” outfit   
(#6)RIBERENA: Won 4 of last 5 starts, at best at GP; fires fresh for Sano 
(#2)COQUIVACOA: Effective on dirt in Hallandale Beach; drops for Delgado 
(#5)LOVING VALENTINA: Consistent chestnut has placed in 15-of-21 @ GP 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-2-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#7)HAPPY HOME: Sitting on a sharp turf work around “dogs”—overlay   
(#11)MARCHING FIRE: Barn at best w/ first-timers sprinting; cost $110K 
(#2)PRECIEUSE: Gap-free public work tab; TAP winning at 30% clip at tilt 
(#9)FLYING EMERALD: Professional debut effort; improvement in cards 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-11-2-9 
 
 
 
 
  


